
The Power of Small Coalitions in GraphsJ-C. Bermond1 D. Peleg21 I3S CNRS, Universite de Nice-Sophia Antipolis, Bat ESSI, 930 Route des Colles,BP 145, F-06903 Sophia-Antipolis, France. E-mail: bermond@diamant.unice.fr.2 Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science, The WeizmannInstitute, Rehovot 76100, Israel. E-mail: peleg@wisdom.weizmann.ac.il.Abstract. This paper considers the question of the inuence of a coali-tion of vertices, seeking to gain control (or majority) in local neighbor-hoods in a general graph. Say that a vertex v is controlled by the coalitionM if the majority of its neighbors are fromM . We ask how many vertices(as a function of jM j) can M control in this fashion. Upper and lowerbounds are provided for this problem, as well as for cases where themajority is computed over larger neighborhoods (either neighborhoodsof some �xed radius r � 1, or all neighborhoods of radii up to r). Inparticular, we look also at the case where the coalition must control allvertices outside itself, and derive bounds for its size.1 IntroductionOvercoming failures is a central problem in distributed computing. A commontheme in a number of approaches to this problem revolves around the notion ofmajority ruling. The idea is to eliminate the damage caused by failed vertices, orat least restrict their inuence, by maintaining replicated copies of crucial data,and performing a voting process among the participating processors wheneverfaults occur, adopting the values stored at the majority of the processors as thecorrect data.This method, in one form or another, is used as a component of fault-tolerantalgorithms in a wide variety of contexts, including agreement and consensusproblems (cf. [LSP82, Bra87, DPPU88]), quorum system applications (cf. [Gif79,GB85, OB94, JRT91]), diagnosis problems (cf. [Sul86]), self-stabilization andlocal mending [KP95a, KP95b], etc.This method is usually expected to work well due to the common assumptionthat given today's reliable technology, at any given moment there can be onlya small number of failures in the system. This implies that the required level ofreplication, and the extent of the voting process, can be limited.In this paper we concentrate on understanding the majority ruling methodin the context of distributed network algorithms. In this context, it is highlydesirable to restrict both the replication of data stored at a processor v, and theprocess of majority voting regarding the data of a processor v, to processors inv's local vicinity.There are two reasons for this focus on locality. First, in many cases, proces-sors in the system are better aware of, and more involved in, whatever happens



in their immediate vicinity, than far away. It is thus more natural, and oftenmuch cheaper, to store data as locally as possible. Secondly, and more impor-tantly, the distributed network model allows only for computations which arelocal in nature, namely, in t time units, a processor can only collect data fromother processors whose distance from itself in the network does not exceed t.Therefore, voting over large areas might be too expensive in terms of its timeconsumption.However, there is an inherent risk in limiting ourselves to local vicinities inthis way. Once replication is restricted to local neighborhoods, we run into thedanger that a large enough set of faults may manage to gain the majority insome of these neighborhoods. In fact, once the voting is performed over subsetsof the vertices, the ability of failed vertices to inuence the outcome of the votesbecomes not only a function of their number but also a function of their locationin the network: well-situated vertices can acquire greater inuence.This observation naturally leads to the fundamental problem of characteriz-ing the potential power of a set of failures in a network of processors.De�nition1. A vertex v in a network G(V;E) is said to be controlled by thevertex set M if the majority of its neighbors are in M .Since our focus is on obtaining asymptotic results, there are a number ofslightly di�erent de�nitions for the terms \neigborhood" and \majority" that wecan use in the above de�nition, without a�ecting the results. For concreteness,let us de�ne the neighborhood of v as including the vertex v itself and all verticesadjacent to it, and majority as a strict one.Taking the \adversarial" point of view, we formulate the following initialquestion:(Q1) How many vertices (as a function of jM j) can a set M control?It turns out that as far as extremal behavior is concerned, question (Q1) iseasy to answer: control of virtually all vertex neighborhoods can be achievedby extremely small coalitions. As indicated by Figure 1, a set consisting of twovertices only, M = fa; bg, can gain control over the majority of the neighborsfor every other vertex in V nM .The curious phenomenon illustrated by the above example may be viewed asan outcome of the limited scope of our majority voting. Indeed, one may hopeto strengthen the quality of the voting by querying vertices to larger distances.Let �r(v) denote the r-neighborhood of v, i.e., the set of vertices at distance ror less from v (including v itself). We next pose a variant of the above question,in which neighborhoods are replaced by r-neighborhoods for some �xed r:De�nition2. A vertex v in a network G(V;E) is said to be r-controlled by thevertex set M if the majority of the vertices in �r(v) are in M .(Q2) How many vertices can a set M r-control?
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Fig. 1. A small set M = fa; bg controlling the majority of 1-neighborhoods of all othervertices. (In all our �gures, white circles represent vertices of the coalition, and black circlesrepresent vertices controlled by the coalition. Vertices that fall under neither category, ifexist, are represented by dotted circles.)It turns out that an extremal behavior similar to that of the example ofFigure 1 may occur for r-control as well, on certain graphs. More precisely, weshall present examples for every integer r � 1, in which a set M of size r+1 canr-control as many as (n� r � 1)=r vertices in an n-vertex graph G.A more interesting picture emerges if we strengthen our voting policy, andexamine all i-neighborhoods for a range of values of i.De�nition3. A vertex v in a network G(V;E) is said to be [1; r]-controlled bythe vertex set M if for every 1 � i � r, the majority of the vertices in �i(v) arein M .(Q3) How many vertices can a set M [1; r]-control?Our results imply that the answer to this last question is O(jM j1+1=blog2 rc),and that this result is tight, in the sense that there exist (in�nitely many) graphsand sets M that achieve this inuence.A special case of the above problems was raised and studied in [LPRS93]. Itis based on the following notion.De�nition4. Call the set M an r-monopoly (respectively [1; r]-monopoly) if itr-controls (respectively [1; r]-controls) every vertex in the graph.The question addressed in [LPRS93] was:What can be said about the size of monopolies in the graph?Tight answers to this question was provided in [LPRS93], by relating it tosome natural packing and covering problems in graphs. Speci�cally, the followingresults were established in [LPRS93].



Proposition5. [LPRS93]1. In every n-vertex graph, a 1-monopoly must be of size 
(pn).2. There exist (in�nitely many) n-vertex graphs with 1-monopolies of size O(pn).A graph G� with a 1-monopoly of size O(pn) as in Prop. 5(2) is depicted inFig. 2. The graph consists of a coalitionM of 2pn vertices, ui; wi for 1 � i � pn,connected by a clique. The rest of the vertices are partitioned into pn groupsof pn� 2 vertices each, where the vertices of the i'th group are attached to uiand wi.As for r-monopolies, it is shown in [LPRS93] that for any �xed r � 1 thereexist (in�nitely many) n-vertex graphs with r-monopolies of size O(n2=3). Thisbound on the size of r-monopolies was very recently improved [BBPP95], andthe new bound is tight for even r.Proposition6. [BBPP95]1. In every n-vertex graph, an r-monopoly for even r � 2 must be of size
(n3=5).2. For any �xed r � 2 there exist (in�nitely many) n-vertex graphs with r-monopolies of size O(n3=5).Proposition7. [LPRS93]1. For every �xed r � 1 and n-vertex graph, any [1; r]-monopoly must be of size
(n1�1=(blog2 rc+2)).2. For every �xed r � 1 there exist (in�nitely many) n-vertex graphs with [1; r]-monopolies of size O(n1�1=(blog2 rc+2)).Our bounds on the extent of control possible for a set of vertices are derivedusing a modi�ed variant of the integral packing technique developed in [LPRS93].
Fig. 2. The graph G� with a 1-monopoly M of size O(pn). Here each white circle repre-sents a pair of vertices ui and wi.



While the surprising power of small coalitions is clearly demonstrated in theresults of [LPRS93], there are settings in which controlling coalitions can be evensmaller. In particular, in a context where we think of the coalition seeking controlas a set of faulty (possibly malicious) processors, it may as well be assumed thatthe coalition M is only interested in gaining control over the neighborhoods ofother vertices, belonging to V nM . This is because the vertices in the coalitionare not obligated by the rules of the \voting game" anyhow, so the \adversary"needs not \waste its powers" (so to speak) on controlling them. Such a coalitioncan therefore be considerably smaller. For example, the set fa; bg in Figure 1,controls every vertex in V nM , in sharp contrast with Prop. 5(1).More generally, we can de�ne the following notion.De�nition8. A self-ignoring r-monopoly M is a set that r-controls every vertexin V nM (and similarly for a self-ignoring [1; r]-monopoly).We can now repeat the questions of [LPRS93] for self-ignoring monopolies.It turns out that the results have a rather similar structure, except \shifted"downwards. In particular, for a self-ignoring r-monopoly in an n-vertex graph,we prove a lower bound of jM j = 
(n1=2) for �xed r � 2. (For r = 1, the exampleof Fig. 1 prevents any such lower bound.) This lower bound is complementedby examples establishing the existence of n-vertex graphs with self-ignoring r-monopolies of size O(n1=2) for every �xed r � 2.Turning to self-ignoring [1; r]-monopolies, it follows from our bounds on theextent of control possible for vertex sets, that any self-ignoring [1; r]-monopolyfor an n-vertex graph G must contain at least 
(n1�1=(blog2 rc+1)) vertices,and that there are n-vertex graphs with self-ignoring [1; r]-monopolies of sizeO(n1�1=(blog2 rc+1)), so this bound is tight.Note again the slight di�erence in the exponent between the bounds for [1; r]-monopolies and self-ignoring [1; r]-monopolies (see Fig. 3).A bound of the form 
(n1�1=(blog2 rc+1)) can be derived for both cases us-ing (slightly di�erent variants of) the integral packing technique developed in[LPRS93]. This bound is tight for the self-ignoring case, but for the case of a fullmonopoly, proving Prop. 7(1) is done via a di�erent technique for constructingfractional packings.max. radius r [1; r]-monopoly self-ignoring [1; r]-monopoly1 �(n1=2) �(1)2,3 �(n2=3) �(n1=2)2t�1 to 2t � 1 �(n1�1=(t+1)) �(n1�1=t)Fig. 3. Size comparison of [1; r]-monopolies vs. self-ignoring [1; r]-monopolies.Certain dynamic variants of majority voting problems were studied in theliterature, in the context of discrete time dynamical systems. These variants



concentrated on a setting in which the nodes of the system operate in discretetime steps, and at each step, each node computes the majority in its neighbor-hood, and adapts the resulting value as its own. The typical problems studiedin this setting involve the behavior of the resulting sequence of global states(represented as a vector �xt = (xt1; : : : ; xtn), where xti represents the value at nodevi after time step t). For instance, the fact that the period of such sequences iseither one or two is proved (in various contexts) in [GO80, PS83, PT86]. Theproblem was studied further in [Mor94c, Mor94b, Mor94a]. Also, the applica-bility of majority voting as a tool for fault-local mending was investigated in[KP95a, KP95b].2 [1; r]-controlling coalitionsDe�nition9. Given an n-vertex graphG, a packing is a collection P = fP1; : : : ; Ptgof disjoint neighborhoods in G. For each neighborhood Pi, we denote its centerby ci and its radius by ri (namely, Pi = �ri (ci) for every i). The volume of P isde�ned as V(P) =Pi jPij.De�nition10. Given a set of vertices X, a packing P is said to be X-centeredif all the centers of its neighborhoods are from X.We make use of the following lemma, which is an extension of a lemma of[LPRS93].Lemma11. For every n-vertex graph G, set of vertices X and �xed integer r,there exists an X-centered packing P in G, with neighborhoods of radius at mostr, and volume V(P) � jXj1�1=(blog2 rc+1). All neighborhoods in the packing maybe restricted to have a radius which is a power of 2.Proof: Let t = blog2 rc and q = 1=(t + 1), and for every 1 � i � t + 1 letki = 2t�i+1. We now construct an X-centered packing P for G as follows.As an initial test, if there is some vertex v in X such that j�k1(v)j � jXj1�q,then we are done, since by assumption, this neighborhood alone contains jXj1�qvertices, and its radius is k1 � r, hence it can serve as the desired X-centeredpacking P. Thus for the sequel, assume that j�k1(v)j < jXj1�q for every v 2 X.The packing proceeds in an iterative process consisting of t phases, i =1; : : : ; t. Intuitively, each phase i adds to P a collection of disjoint ki+1-neighborhoods,and eliminates vertices in their vicinity from consideration for later iterations.In particular, throughout the execution we maintain a set S containing thosevertices of X whose neighborhoods have not yet been considered. The processrelies on the property that the following precondition holds at the beginning ofeach phase.(PREi) At the beginning of phase i, j�ki(v)j < jXj1�iq for every vertex v inS. For i = 1, S is set to be X, and the assumed condition (PRE1) holds asdiscussed above.



Phase i of the packing process operates as follows. As long as S containsvertices v such that j�ki+1(v)j � jXj1�(i+1)q, pick one such vertex v arbitrarily,add �ki+1(v) to the constructed packing P, and eliminate from S every vertex v0whose neighborhood �ki+1(v0) intersects �ki+1(v) (including v itself). Note thatthe condition for eliminating v0 may also be stated as dist(v; v0) � 2ki+1 = ki.We now make the following observations. First, observe that the assumption(PREi) on the sizes of neighborhoods at the beginning of each phase i is guar-anteed by the halting condition of the previous phase. Secondly, note that aftert phases, the vertices of the set X will all be exhausted. Also observe that theneighborhoods added to P are all disjoint. This holds because once a vertex wis included in some neighborhood �ki+1(v) at some phase i, we eliminate from Severy vertex v0 whose ki+1-neighborhood contains w. Of course w still appears inlarger neighborhoods of other vertices remaining in S, but later phases consideronly neighborhoods of equal or smaller radius.In order to analyze the volume of the resulting packing P, let us considersome vertex vj whose neighborhood is picked to P at some phase i, and denotethe cardinality of its ki+1-neighborhood by mj , and the number of vertices v0eliminated because of it from S by lj. But as argued earlier, each such v0 waseliminated because dist(v; v0) � ki, or v0 2 �ki(vj). This implies thatlj � j�ki(vj)j < jXj1�iq: (1)(The latter inequality follows from the fact that vj has not been selected in the(i� 1)'st phase, hence it obeys condition (PREi).) It is also clear thatmj = j�ki+1(vj)j � jXj1�(i+1)q: (2)(The inequality follows from the fact that vj has been selected in the i'th phase.)It follows from inequalities (1) and (2) that lj < jXjq � mj , and therefore thetotal volume satis�esV(P) = Xj mj � 1jXjq Xj lj = jXj=jXjq;completing the proof of the lemma.We now derive a bound on the maximum number of vertices that can becontrolled by a coalition M .Theorem12. In every graph G and for every �xed integer r � 2, a coalition Mcan [1; r]-control at most O(jM j1+1=blog2 rc) vertices.Proof: Let X be the set of vertices that are [1; r]-controlled by the coalitionM .By Lemma 11, there exists an X-centered packing P in G, with neighborhoodsof radius at most r, and volume V(P) � jXj1�1=(blog2 rc+1). Since the vertices ofX are [1; r]-controlled by M , each of the neighborhoods in P contains a majorityof vertices from M . By the fact that the neighborhoods in the packing P aredisjoint, jM j > 12 jXj1�1=(blog2 rc+1). The claim follows.



Theorem 12 implies that the number of vertices that can be [1; r]-controlledby the coalition M for r = 2 or r = 3 is at most jM j2. For 4 � r � 7, thatnumber is bounded by jM j1:5, etc.Corollary 13. In every graph G and for every �xed integer r � 1, any self-ignoring [1; r]-monopoly M must be of cardinality jM j = 
(n1�1=(blog2 rc+1)).Proof: For r = 1 the claim holds trivially. For r � 2, M must satisfy V nM =O(jM j1+1=blog2 rc) by Theorem 12, and the claim follows.The bounds of Theorem 12 and Corollary 13 are tight. In fact, the proof forthe existence of a small self-ignoring [1; r]-monopoly M is based on the sameexample graph Gt;p constructed in [LPRS93] for establishing the upper boundof Prop. 7(2). The required case analysis is slightly di�erent, though, given thatthe bound proved is di�erent too. This analysis is postponed to the full paper.Theorem14. For every �xed integer r � 1 there exist (in�nitely many) n-vertex graphs Gn and self-ignoring [1; r]-monopolies Mn in Gn, such that jMnj =�(n1�1=(blog2 rc+1)).Theorem 14 establishes the tightness of the bound of Corollary 13. As astraightforward corollary, we get that the bound of Theorem 12 is tight as well.Corollary 15. For every �xed integer r � 1 there exist (in�nitely many) n-vertex graphs Gn and coalitionsMn, such that Mn [1; r]-controls�(jMnj1+1=blog2 rc)vertices in Gn.3 r-controlling coalitionsFor r-control, the situation is di�erent, in that a very small set M can r-controla very large set of vertices. For r = 1 this is demonstrated by the example inFig. 1, where a set of size jM j = 2 achieves 1-control over the remaining n � 2vertices. This example can be generalized to show the following.Theorem16. For any integer r there exists a family of n-vertex graphs Gn andsets Mn, such that Mn r-controls a subset Xn of V nMn, and jMnj = r + 1,jXnj = (n� r � 1)=r.Proof: Given r and p, let n = rp+(r+1). Construct Gr;p as follows. The graphis leveled, namely, the vertices are arranged into r+1 levels, numbered 1 throughr + 1, with edges connecting only vertices in adjacent levels `, ` + 1. Each level2 � ` � r+1 contains p vertices, v1̀; : : : ; vp̀, and level 1 contains r+1 vertices. LetX denote the set of vertices on level r + 1, and let M denote the set of verticeson level 1. When p is very large with respect to r, X contains roughly a 1=rfraction of the vertices of the graph, yet the edge connections de�ned next willguarantee that M has the majority in any r-neighborhood around the verticesof X.



The edges connecting two consecutive levels `�1 and ` are de�ned as follows.The vertices of level 1 (M ) are connected by a complete bipartite graph (cross-bar) to the vertices of level 2. From level 2 and on, the vertices of the di�erentlevels form chains of length r. Namely, for 2 � ` � r, each vertex vì of level ` isconnected to vertex v`+1i of level ` + 1. Figure 4 depicts an example graph Gr;pfor r = 3 and some p.
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XFig. 4. The graph Gr;p for r = 3 and some p, with a set M of size 4 controlling themajority of 3-neighborhoods of the vertices of a set X of size p = (n� 4)=3.It is straightforward to verify that the vertices of M r-control those of X.Finally we turn to self-ignoring r-monopolies. As mentioned in the introduc-tion, there exist graphs with self-ignoring 1-monopolies of size 2 (see Fig. 1). Wenow derive a lower bound on the size of self-ignoring r-monopolies for r � 2. Forthe proof we use the following notation. Let Si = Sv2M �i(v) for every i � 1.Theorem17. In every graph G and for every �xed r � 2, any self-ignoringr-monopoly M must be of cardinality jM j = 
(n1=2).Proof: Consider a graph G and a self-ignoring r-monopolyM , for r � 2. LetSi = [v2M �i(v); 1 � i � r:Let M1 = S1 nM and Mi = Si n Si�1. Any vertex of V is at distance at most rfrom M , so V nM = S1�i�rMi.Fact 18 For every 1 � i � r � 1 and v 2M , j�i(v) \Mij < jM j.



Proof: Let v be a vertex of M . If v has no neighbors in M1, then �i(v) \Mi =;, and we are done. So now suppose v has such neighbors, and let w be avertex in M1 adjacent to v. If j�i(v) \Mij � jM j, then the r-neighborhood�r(w) (which clearly contains all of �i(v) \Mi) would contain more than jM jvertices, contradicting the fact that this neighborhood should contain a majorityof vertices from M .From Fact 18 we deduce:Fact 19 (a) For every 1 � i � r � 1, jMij < jM j2.(b) For every 1 � i � r � 1, the number of pairs (v; w) with v 2 M andw 2Mi \ �i(v) is at most jM j2.Now let us prove that jMrj < jM j2. We will use the following relations. Forevery vertex uj 2Mr let Aj = � (uj)\Mr�1 and Bj = Sw2Aj � (w)\Mr, and letC(M;Aj) denote the set of pairs (v; w) such that v 2M and w 2 Aj\�r�1(v) (orby symmetry v 2 �r�1(w)). We have �r(uj)\M = �v 2M j there exists a w 2Aj such that (v; w) 2 C(M;Aj)	. As each v 2 �r(uj \M ) is the �rst elementof at least one pair of C(M;Aj), j�r(uj) \ M j � jC(M;Aj)j. Since r � 2,Bj � �r(uj) \ Mr. Therefore, as the r-neighborhood of uj should contain amajority of vertices of M ,jBj j � j�r(uj) \M j � jC(M;Aj)j: (3)Now let us select a sequence of vertices from Mr, denoted u1; u2; : : : ; up,as follows. First, pick u1 to be an arbitrary vertex in Mr. If B1 6= Mr , thenpick u2 to be an arbitrary vertex in Mr n B1. Repeat this process as long asS1�k�jBk 6=Mr , picking uj+1 to be an arbitrary vertex in Mr nSi�k�jBk.At the end of this process, we have[1�j�pBj =Mr : (4)By the de�nition of the Bj 's, all the Aj 's associated with the chosen uj arepairwise disjoint. Indeed, uj =2 S1�k�j�1Bk, and so it cannot be adjacent toany vertex of the Ak, 1 � k � j � 1.As the Aj are pairwise disjoint, C(M;Ai) \ C(M;Aj) = ; for i 6= j. So wehave Xj jC(M;Aj)j � jC(M;Mr�1)j: (5)Combining equation (4), inequalities (3) and (5) and Fact 19(b), we concludejMr j = �� [1�j�pBj�� � X1�j�r jBj j � X1�j�r jC(MAj)j � C(M1;Mr�1) � jM j2:In summary, jMij < jM j2 for 1 � i � r, and hence jV �M j � rjM j2, and thetheorem follows.As can be seen from the following theorem, this bound is tight.



Theorem20. For every �xed integer r � 2 there exist (in�nitely many) n-vertexgraphs Gn and self-ignoring r-monopolies Mn in Gn, such that jMnj = �(n1=2).Proof: For r = 2, we note that in the graph G� of Fig. 2, the coalition M(presented there as a 1-monopoly) is also a self-ignoring 2-monopoly.Next, we give an example of such a set for any r > 2. For integers r; p,construct the graph G�r;p as follows. The graph is again leveled, namely, thevertices are arranged into br=2c+ 2 levels, numbered 1 through br=2c + 2, withedges connecting only vertices in adjacent levels `, ` + 1. Level 1 contains p2vertices, each level 2 � ` � br=2c + 1 contains p vertices, and level br=2c + 2contains a single vertex. Let X denote the set of vertices on level 1, and letM = V n X be the rest of the vertices. When p is much larger than r, Mcontains roughly pn of the vertices of the graph, yet our construction will havethe property that the vertices of M majorize all r-neighborhoods of X vertices.The edges connecting two consecutive levels ` � 1 and ` are now de�ned asfollows. The single vertex of level br=2c + 2 is connected to all the vertices oflevel br=2c + 1. For level 2 � ` � br=2c + 1, each vertex v is connected to thecorresponding vertex at level ` � 1. For level ` = 2, each vertex of level 2 has pdistinct neighbors at level 1 (i.e., each vertex of X has exactly one neighbor onlevel 2). See Figure 5 for an example graph G�r;p for r = 5, p = 5.
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Fig. 5. The graph G�r;p for r = 5 and p = 5.A straightforward case analysis reveals that in the graph G�r;p, for everyvertex v 2 X, the majority of the vertices in �r(v) are from M .
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